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Chronical cerebral ischemia (CCI) is a type of constant dynamic 
cerebrovascular malady portrayed by multifocal or diffuse mind 
harm and is showed as unpredictable neurological what’s more, 
neuropsychological issues. The primary indications of CCI are 
disability of intellectual (acknowledgment) work, full of feel-
ing issues also, development issues polymorphic. The primary 
etiological factor of cerebral microangiopathy is hypertension, 
which causes arteriosclerosis (lipogialinoz) of little infiltrating 
courses and arterioles. In spite of the fact that patients with CCI 
want to concentrate on such emotional side effects like cerebral 
pain, discombobulation, tinnitus, weariness, the center clinical 
CCI deciding the seriousness of the state of patients is expanding 
limitation of neuropsychological, engine capacities. The after-
effect of neuropsychological issues in CCI is the advancement 
of vascular dementia. We watched 766 individuals (300 ladies, 
466 men; mean age 65±105 years), held in-quiet treatment in the 
Clinical Medical clinic of Tashkent in the period from Novem-
ber 2013 to December 2015. All patients were followed-up visit, 
which incorporated a neurological assessment: ECG, Doppler 
ultrasound, EEG and a lot of neuropsychological tests. Patients 
were separated into two gatherings: I bunch comprises of stan-
dard treatment of CCI + nitrendipine 10-40 mg/day + alzepil 5 
mg/day at morning a half year. II bunch comprises of CCI stan-
dard treatment. Rehashed investigation of patients had clinically 
huge accomplishment of target circulatory strain, as well as fun-
damentally improvement of intellectual capacities in the primary 
gathering of patients. There were 4 instances of stroke during 
the following two years in the first gathering of patients (athero-
thrombotic starting point). In the second gathering of patients 
there were 19 instances of stroke, 3 of them rehashed. Utiliza-
tion of the tranquilize nitrendipine for the remedy of circulatory 
strain in older patients fundamentally brings down the danger of 
stroke and gross intellectual hindrance
Cerebral ischemia or cerebrum ischemia, is a condition that 
happens when there isn’t sufficient blood stream to the mind to 
fulfill metabolic need. This prompts restricted oxygen flexibly 
or cerebral hypoxia and prompts the passing of mind tissue, ce-
rebral localized necrosis, or ischemic stroke. It is a sub-sort of 
stroke alongside subarachnoid discharge and intracerebral drain. 
There are two sorts of ischemia: 

Central ischemia: bound to a particular district of the cerebrum 
Worldwide ischemia: envelops wide regions of cerebrum tissue. 
Indications: The principle side effects of ischemia include: hin-
drances in vision, body development, and talking, obviousness, 
visual deficiency, issues with coordination, shortcoming in the 
body 
Different conditions that may result from cerebrum ischemia are 
stroke, cardiorespiratory capture, and irreversible mind harm. 
The reasons for cerebrum ischemia can fluctuate from sickle cell 
frailty to intrinsic heart abandons. 
The expression “stroke” can be partitioned into three classifi-
cations: mind ischemia, subarachnoid drain and intracerebral 
discharge. Cerebrum ischemia can be additionally segmented 
into thrombotic, embolic, and hypoperfusion. Thrombotic and 
embolic are central or multifocal in nature while hypoperfusion 
influences the cerebrum out and out. 
Central cerebral ischemia 
Central cerebral (or cerebrum) ischemia happens when a blood 
coagulation has obstructed a cerebral vessel. Central cerebral 
ischemia diminishes blood stream to the specific mind locale, 
expanding the danger of cell demise to that territory. It very well 
may be either brought about by apoplexy or embolism. 
Worldwide cerebral ischemia 
Worldwide cerebral ischemia happens when blood stream to the 
cerebrum is halted or decreased. This is generally activated via 
heart failure. On the off chance that satisfactory dissemination 
is reestablished inside a brief timeframe, side effects might be 
brief. Be that as it may, if a lot of time goes before rebuilding, 
mind harm can be perpetual. While reperfusion might be funda-
mental to ensuring however much cerebrum tissue as could rea-
sonably be expected, it might likewise prompt reperfusion injury 
or harm that outcomes from the rebuilding of blood flexibly to 
ischemic tissue. 
The side effects of cerebral ischemia include: 
visual impairment in one eye ,shortcoming in one arm or leg 
,shortcoming in one whole side of the body ,unsteadiness, ver-
tigo, twofold vision ,shortcoming on the two sides of the body, 
trouble talking, slurred discourse, loss of coordination. 
The manifestations of cerebral ischemia extend from gentle to 
extreme. Indications can last from a couple of moments to a cou-
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ple of moments or for broadened timeframes. On the off chance 
that the cerebrum becomes harmed irreversibly and tissue pass-
ing happens, the manifestations might be changeless 
Cerebral ischemia is connected to numerous maladies or abnor-
malities. Patients with compacted veins, plaque development in 
the conduits, blood clumps, extremely low circulatory strain be-
cause of coronary failure, inherent heart deserts and even sickle 
cell frailty have a higher inclination to cerebral ischemia in con-
trast with their solid partners. 
Sickle cell paleness may cause cerebral ischemia connected 
with the unpredictably formed platelets. Sickle molded platelets 
clump more effectively than ordinary platelets, blocking blood 
stream to the cerebrum. 
Pressure of veins may likewise prompt cerebral ischemia, by im-
peding the courses that carry oxygen to the mind. Tumors can be 
a reason for vein pressure. 
Plaque development in the conduits may likewise bring about 
ischemia. Indeed, even the smallest measure of plaque develop-
ment can cause the narrowing of paths, influencing that region 
to turn out to be increasingly inclined to blood clusters. Greater 
blood clumps can likewise cause ischemia by blocking blood 
stream. 

A coronary episode can likewise prompt cerebral ischemia be-
cause of the affiliation that exists between cardiovascular failure 
and low circulatory strain. Very low pulse normally describes 
the inadequate oxygenation of tissues. Untreated cardiovascular 
failures moderate blood stream enough that blood may begin to 
clump and stop the progression of blood to the mind or other 
significant organs. Cerebral ischemia can result from occasions 
other than coronary failures. 
Intrinsic heart imperfections can bring about cerebral ischemia 
because of the absence of legitimate supply route arrangement 
and association. Patients with innate heart deformities may like-
wise be inclined to blood clumps. 
So as to treat cerebral ischemia, specialists may recommend pre-
scriptions for ischemic stroke. Alteplase is a drug used to intense 
ischemic stroke. In the event that this prescription is regulated 
inside four and a half hours, the treatment with tpa improves the 
likelihood for a promising result over a fake treatment. Founda-
tional pulse ought to be kept up to reestablish blood stream to the 
cerebrum. Anticonvulsants are typically endorsed to maintain a 
strategic distance from seizures also.


